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the meaning of sieve is a device with meshes or perforations through which finer particles of a mixture as

of ashes flour or sand of various sizes may be passed to separate them from coarser ones through which

the liquid may be drained from liquid containing material or through which soft materials may be forced for

reduction to fine sieve definition an instrument with a meshed or perforated bottom used for separating

coarse from fine parts of loose matter for straining liquids etc especially one with a circular frame and fine

meshes or perforations see examples of sieve used in a sentence a sieve also known as a sifter is

typically a basket made of a metal fine mesh weave with a handle attached its job is to aerate and

separate dry ingredients like flour cocoa powder and powdered sugar which will lead to a lighter and more

tender crumb in baked goods a tool consisting of a wood plastic or metal frame with a wire or plastic net

attached to it you use it either to separate solids from a liquid or you rub larger solids through it to make

them smaller pass the sauce through a sieve to remove any lumps a pobedimskiy istock getty images

plus gettyimages sieve noun c tool a tool consisting of a wood plastic or metal frame with a wire or plastic

net attached to it you use it either to separate solids from a liquid or you rub larger solids through it to

make them smaller pour the sauce through a sieve to remove any lumps a sieve is a tool consisting of a

metal or plastic ring with a fine wire net attached it is used for separating liquids from solids or larger

pieces of something from smaller pieces
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sieve definition meaning merriam webster May 18 2024

the meaning of sieve is a device with meshes or perforations through which finer particles of a mixture as

of ashes flour or sand of various sizes may be passed to separate them from coarser ones through which

the liquid may be drained from liquid containing material or through which soft materials may be forced for

reduction to fine

sieve definition meaning dictionary com Apr 17 2024

sieve definition an instrument with a meshed or perforated bottom used for separating coarse from fine

parts of loose matter for straining liquids etc especially one with a circular frame and fine meshes or

perforations see examples of sieve used in a sentence

what is the difference between a strainer and a sieve Mar 16 2024

a sieve also known as a sifter is typically a basket made of a metal fine mesh weave with a handle

attached its job is to aerate and separate dry ingredients like flour cocoa powder and powdered sugar

which will lead to a lighter and more tender crumb in baked goods

sieve english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 15 2024

a tool consisting of a wood plastic or metal frame with a wire or plastic net attached to it you use it either

to separate solids from a liquid or you rub larger solids through it to make them smaller pass the sauce

through a sieve to remove any lumps a pobedimskiy istock getty images plus gettyimages

sieve definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jan 14 2024

sieve noun c tool a tool consisting of a wood plastic or metal frame with a wire or plastic net attached to it

you use it either to separate solids from a liquid or you rub larger solids through it to make them smaller

pour the sauce through a sieve to remove any lumps
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sieve definition and meaning collins english dictionary Dec 13 2023

a sieve is a tool consisting of a metal or plastic ring with a fine wire net attached it is used for separating

liquids from solids or larger pieces of something from smaller pieces
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